Transient electromagnetic (TEM) data are conveniently inverted to visualized underground structure with the widely used Occam's inversion. However, in sedimentary environments, Occam's inversion performs poorly in reproducing the sharp boundaries as it produces smoothed results of subsurface geophysical properties. Here, we develop a simple and robust total variation (TV) based inversion scheme for TEM data to preserve sharp boundaries and improve the accuracy of recovered underground structure. To solve the standard L2-TV optimization problem, we propose a reconstructing minimization (RM) approach. The TV-based inversion scheme is divided into two phases. In Phase I the misfit is brought down to a desired level utilizing Occam's inversion. In Phase II we utilize RM approach to implement TV regularization until the convergent result is achieved. Taking advantage of the excellent stability of Occam's inversion, the TVbased inversion scheme has the characteristics of robustness to different initial models. The switch process between Occam's inversion and the RM approach is rather simple to realize due to their similar solution forms. The synthetic and field data examples validate the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed TV-based inversion scheme. We further present a novel analysis based on reconstruction of stabilizer to illustrate the reason for their distinctive behaviors of TV-based inversion and Occam's inversion.
I. INTRODUCTION
Transient electromagnetic (TEM) method is a wellestablished geophysical tool with applications in resource detection, geological mapping, environmental monitoring and other fields [1] , [2] . In the TEM survey, a primary electromagnetic (EM) impulse is transmitted to the underground and then a secondary EM field induced by the eddy current can be measured. These secondary field data contain abundant geoelectrical information and we can transform these data into visualized underground structure by means of inversion method [3] - [6] .
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Lei Zhao . TEM inverse problem is highly nonlinear and ill-posed. In order to reduce the non-uniqueness and stabilize the solution, the regularization methods are often applied into the inversion process [7] . The regularization method incorporates priori geologic information and formalizes it by means of the stabilizer. Currently, Occam's inversion is the most widely used regularization method in TEM inversion, in which the maximum smoothness stabilizer is adopted [8] - [11] . However, Occam's inversion produces smoothed results of subsurface geophysical properties that sometimes makes it look geologically unrealistic, especially for sedimentary areas with sharp boundaries. This issue can be overcome by adopting the total variation (TV) stabilizer. The TV-based regularization was originally developed to reconstruct noisy VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ images [12] , [13] , which can produce better quality images for blocky structures than the maximum smoothness stabilizer. The TV-based regularization has become popular in recent years, with applications in blind deconvolution [14] , image reconstruction [15] , data inversion [16] , [17] , etc. The success of TV-based regularization relies on its ability of favoring the bounded variation without penalizing discontinuities. Due to the high nonlinearity of TV stabilizer, the optimization problem of TV-based regularization is theoretically more difficult to solve than regularization with maximum smoothness stabilizer. Compared with implementation process of Occam's inversion, the widely recognized computational methods for TV-based regularization are quite complex, such as the fixed-point iteration scheme [13] , and the Split-Bregman iterative method [18] .
Here, we develop a simple and robust TV-based inversion scheme for TEM data to preserve sharp boundaries and improve the accuracy of recovered underground structure. The proposed inversion scheme is rather simple to implement and has a computational complexity comparable to Occam's inversion. To solve the standard L2-TV optimization problem, we propose a reconstructing minimization (RM) approach. In the RM approach, the TV stabilizer are reconstructed as the weighted squared L2-norm of a kernel function and can be linearized by fixing its weight value at each iteration. The whole TV-based inversion scheme is divided into two phases. In Phase I the misfit is brought down to a desired level utilizing Occam's inversion. In Phase II we adopt RM approach to impose TV regularization until the convergent result is achieved. Taking advantage of the excellent stability of Occam's inversion, the TV-based inversion scheme has the characteristics of robustness to different initial models. The switch process between Occam's inversion and the RM approach is rather simple to realize due to their similar solution forms.
In the following text, we first explain the forward modeling and inversion scheme in details. Then we validate the proposed TV-based inversion scheme on synthetic and field data sets. We further present a novel analysis to illustrate how these stabilizers lead to different recovered structures.
II. FORMULATION

A. TEM FORWARD MODELING
In TEM method, the transmitter first creates a primary time varying EM field, which causes eddy currents in the subsurface conductors, then a secondary EM field is generated by these eddy currents. One can infer the underground electrical distribution by inverting the measured secondary field data. Up to date, basing forward modeling and inversion on the stratified model is still a routine practice. In this paper, we implement our modeling and inversion on layered earth model as shown in Fig. 1 . The circular loop source is adopted for the transmitter. The system parameters, including the radius of transmitting loop a, the transmitting current I , the height of transmitter h 0 , the height of the receiver z, and the center offset between the transmitter loop and receiver coil ρ are known in general. The received vertical magnetic field in the frequency domain can be calculated by [19] 
where J 0 and J 1 are Bessel functions of the first kind, λ is the beam of electromagnetic wave, and r TE is the reflection coefficient which can be calculated as
where Y 0 = u 0 / (iωµ 0 ) denotes the intrinsic admittance of free space, andŶ 1 denotes the surface admittance at z = 0. The surface admittanceŶ 1 can be calculated by a loop from the bottom layer as followŝ
with
the intrinsic admittance and the surface admittance of the ith layer.
Fast Hankel methods are widely used to calculate the received magnetic field in the frequency domain. Since TEM method adopts abrupt turn-off current and takes measurements in the time domain, the forward response of TEM modeling is the received magnetic field in the time domain. We can get the time domain response h z from the frequency domain response by frequency-time transform methods. These methods are not described in detail here and can be referred to [20] and [21] .
B. INVERSION SCHEME
Inversion of TEM data is the process of inferring the underground conductivity or resistivity distribution from the measurements of a decaying magnetic field. At a test point, the measured time gates, the observed data and the underground model can be represented by vectors as follows
where T indicates the vector transpose, M is the number of the measured time gates, N is the number of layers, d i denotes the measured magnetic field at the time gate of t i , and m i denotes the interval resistivity of the ith layer.
Essentially the inversion result is the underground resistivity model whose calculated forward response best matches the observed data. The forward response of magnetic field at the measured time gates can be expressed as
Normally we substitute F (m) for the above vector representation to generalize the problem and simplify the derivation, where F is called the forward modeling operator. The inverse problem can be described as an optimization process that seeks the unknown model parameters to minimize the data misfit between observed data and forward response. In this paper the misfit functional is calculated based on least-squares norm, which can be expressed as
where W d is the data weight matrix and F (m) represents the forward response of the model vector m. Note that we usually apply logarithmic data and logarithmic model parameters in TEM inversion, to minimize nonlinearity and to impose positivity [22] .
The formal solution to this inverse problem is ill-posed in general. It is common to impose additional requirements on the properties of the solution by introducing stabilizing functional [7] . Then the objective functional to minimize can be constructed as
where s (m) is a stabilizing functional (or a stabilizer) and α is a regularization parameter.
To help preserve sharp boundaries of underground structures, we select the TV stabilizer to constrain the model parameters, which is essentially the L1-norm of the gradient of the model parameters:
The minimization of TV stabilizer is the key part in solving the optimization problem of objective functional. To deal with the highly nonlinearity of TV term, a lot of research on efficient algorithms for computing optimal of nearly optimal solutions have been conducted. However, compared with widely used Occam's inversion for TEM data, these recognized methods for L2-TV optimization problem are still quite complex. In order to reduce the computational complexity and make the inversion easy to implement, we propose a reconstructing minimization (RM) approach to solve the standard L2-TV optimization problem.
First, reconstruct TV stabilizer as the weighted squared L2norm of a kernel function:
where w TV (m) is weight function, k (m) is kernel function, and their specific expressions are as follows:
where ε 2 is a very small positive number for reconstruction. The suggested setting of ε 2 is from 10 −16 to 10 −8 . When the value of ε 2 is set too large, the inversion would produce smoothed results like Occam's inversion. Noted that the weight function depends on the gradient of model parameters rather than the model parameters themselves since the core of the minimization of TV stabilizer is the gradient of model parameters, and a false reconstruction of weight function directly using the model parameters leads to wrong results. Now the objective functional with reconstructed TV stabilizer can be expressed as:
Rewrite the objective functional using matrix notations, we have (17) where W TV is the diagonal matrix representation of the weight function, and G is the matrix representation of gradient operator ∇ which is written as
Suppose an initial model m 0 and assume the forward modeling operator is differentiable at m 1 = m 0 + δm for sufficiently small vector δm, we have
where J 0 is the Jacobian matrix evaluated at the vector m 0 , o (δm) 2 is the higher order remainder of Taylor expansion. Then approximate the F (m 1 ) by dropping the remainder term and substitute its approximate expression into (12) . Meanwhile, one can linearize the stabilizer by substituting m 0 into the weight function to obtain the weight matrix W TV 0 .
Under this approximation and linearization, we have returned to a linear problem of m 1 . Assume m 1 as the model that minimizes the objective functional, we have
Then the model vector m 1 satisfies the equation:
After some algebraic operations, we get
Through n steps of iteration,
Although the reconstruction seems to make the expression for TV stabilizer more complicated in the first place, it turns out that one can linearize the TV stabilizer by fixing its weight value at each iteration and the iterative model update expression is very simple and extremely close to that of Occam's inversion. The model update expression of Occam's inversion is given as follow:
The difference between their expressions can be considered as replacing the identity matrix in Occam's inversion with the diagonal matrix W TV determined by weight function. In this sense, the computational complexity of TV-based inversion is comparable to that of Occam's inversion. Due to their similar solution forms, the switch process between Occam's inversion and the RM approach is rather simple to realize.
To examine whether the updated m n meets the requirement, the rms misfit is defined as follow:
The iteration procedure continues until the rms misfit is smaller than a predefined level RMS 0 , or it reaches the maximum number of iterations. From practical tests, we find that the RM approach is affected a little by the initial model since the diagonal matrix W TV participates in calculating the new model from the beginning. In order to make the TV-based inversion robust to different initial models, we take advantage of the excellent stability of Occam's inversion. Therefore, the general process for the proposed TV-based inversion scheme is divided into two main phases. In Phase I the misfit is brought down to a desired level RMS 1 utilizing Occam's inversion. In Phase II we utilize the RM approach to impose TV regularization until the termination conditions are satisfied. The switch process between Occam's inversion and the RM approach is rather simple to realize due to their similar solution forms. The inversion scheme can be represented as the flow chart in Fig. 2 .
III. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
We demonstrate the application of the TV-based inversion scheme on the synthetic TEM data and actual field data. In particular, we compare the capabilities of our inversion scheme against Occam's inversion. The goals are to validate the proposed TV-based inversion scheme and understand the differences between TV-based inversion and classic Occam's inversion.
A. 1D INVERSION OF SYNTHETIC DATA
Four synthetic models describing different underground structures are considered here. Table 1 shows the model parameters of these models. The forward responses of these synthetic models are simulated based on a ground-based TEM instrument. We set the transmitting loop with radius 100 m and current strength 20 A. The receiver coil is located at the center of transmitting loop. Their step responses ( Fig. 3 ) are calculated for 40 time gates from 10 −5 s to 10 −2 s linearly partitioned in the log10 domain.
As Fig. 3 shows, their responses decay along with the time and vary across several orders of magnitude. We can find that the response of model A coincides with that of model D in the early time, while their response curves differ from each other in the late time. This is because their resistivity values at shallow depth are set the same while their resistivity values at greater depth become different. According to the physical principle of TEM method, the early time response mainly reflects the property at shallow depth while the late time response is determined by the deeper structure. For this reason, we can also notice that the responses of model B and model C show the same trend. Their forward responses with different levels of noise perturbation will be used as the observed data for inversions.
For all the following inversions, the ground in vertical direction is discretized with 40 layers, with the first layer thickness 5m and increasing ratio 1.08. A suitable value of the regularization parameter is a crucial part of the inversion process. An optimal value for the regularization parameter is selected in the following way. At each iteration, the ratio of the misfit functional to the stabilizing functional is calculated as the initial value of regularization parameter. The optimal regularization parameter is chosen based on the minimization of rms misfit with a 1-D linear search and the zoom range for regularization parameter is set linearly partitioned in the log10 domain from 10 −3 to 10 0 . The desired level RMS 1 for switching process is set as 20% and the target rms misfit RMS 0 is set as 1%. The maximum number of iterations is set as 20. In almost all cases the value of ε 2 is fixed at 10 −16 , except for testing the influence of reconstruction parameter.
First, noise with Gaussian distribution (0, 0.01) nV/m 2 was added into the synthetic data. To show the robustness of the proposed TV-based inversion scheme, we present the inversion results of model A using different initial models in Fig. 4 . The initial models are set as half-space. Fig. 4a shows the results of the original TV-based inversion which directly adopts the RM approach from the first iteration. Fig. 4b shows the results of the robust TV-based inversion which utilizes Occam's inversion at first. Comparing the inversion results, we find that the original TV-based inversion is affected by the initial model, and the consistency of robust TV-based inversion results from different initial models is much better than that of original TV-based inversion results. In other words, this case indicates that our proposed TV-based inversion scheme is robust to different initial models.
To investigate the influence of reconstruction parameter ε 2 , we present the TV-based inversion results of model A using different values in Fig. 5 . By setting sufficiently small values (ε 2 = 10 −8 , 10 −12 and 10 −16 ), their results overlap each other and show the capability of recovering the sharp feature. On the contrary, when the large values (ε 2 = 10 −4 and 10 −2 ) are used, their results become oscillated. The role of ε 2 is to make the L2-norm TV stabilizer equivalent to the L1-norm TV stabilizer and avoid the singularity at zero. If a large value ε 2 is used, the L2-norm TV stabilizer would not behave like the original L1-norm. Thus, a sufficiently small value of ε 2 is suggested in practice.
Utilizing the data contaminated with (0, 0.01) nV/m 2 Gaussian noise, we implement both TV-based inversion and Occam's inversion for the synthetic models. A 100 m uniform half-space is used as the initial model for all the inversions. The results of TV-based inversion and Occam's inversion are shown in Fig. 6 . To better illustrate their differences, we also give out the regularization parameter at each iteration for both inversion methods as shown in Fig. 7 .
From Fig. 6 , we can find that both inversions retrieve the main features of the true models reasonably well. However, from the specific details of the recovered structures, TV-based inversion, represented by black solid lines, has better quality than Occam's inversion. The differences between the two inversions are discussed in terms of the boundary location and resistivity value. In the case of Occam's inversion, the recovered boundaries appear less steep than they actually are due to the slow transition between the high resistivity interface and the low resistivity interface, and the retrieved resistivity presents spurious oscillation around the true resistivity value especially in homogenous top layer and bottom layer.
As for TV-based inversion, the boundaries are more precisely retrieved which presents the capability to reproduce sharp boundary, and the recovered resistivity values of each layer are better determined and more homogenously reproduced. As can be seen in all the examples in Fig. 6 , the spurious oscillation in Occam's inversion has been almost completely removed by the TV-based inversion. Clearly, the TV-based inversion enhances the sharp features and eliminates spurious oscillations. Besides, in Fig. 6d , we notice the local underestimation of high resistivity layer in both inversions, which can be attribute to the insufficient data sensitivity.
From Fig. 7 , we can see that for both methods iteration times are basically the same and the regularization parameters show a decreasing trend in general along with the increasing of iterations. Since the initial model is set as half space, the values of stabilizing functionals are zero. In such case, we directly set the regularization parameter as 1 for the first iteration. Due to the effects of different stabilizers, the final regularization parameters of TV-based inversion are much smaller than that of Occam's inversion. We can also notice that iteration times for model A and model D are higher than model B and model C. This is because under the same initial model the rms misfits of model B and model C are much smaller than that of model A and model D. Large initial rms misfit also results in large regularization parameters for the first few times. According to our TV-based inversion scheme, in Phase I the misfit is brought down to a desired level RMS 1 utilizing Occam's inversion. We can easily find the division between Phase I and Phase II in Fig. 7b by comparing the regularization parameter values. Under the MATLAB environment, the average running time of each iteration for RM approach and Occam's inversion were both about 2.4 s. As stated before, the difference between their model update expressions lies in the weight matrix. This difference has very little effect on the total amount of computation because the calculation of the forward response and the Jacobian matrix occupied most of the time during each iteration. Therefore, the proposed TV-based inversion scheme is as efficient as Occam's inversion.
In order to investigate the influence of different noise levels on the inversion results, we also perform inversions for the synthetic data sets contaminated with Gaussian noise of (0, 0.1) nV/m 2 and (0, 1) nV/m 2 , respectively. The inversion parameters are set the same as those for the data with (0, 0.01) nV/m 2 Gaussian noise. Note that their responses can vary across several orders of magnitude as shown in Fig. 3 . The responses at the latest time gates will suffer significant disruption for higher level of noise, while the responses at the early time gates maintain high quality. For this case, we could raise the value of the target rms misfit, or eliminate the data points of the last few time gates to ensure a small value of the target rms misfit. For TEM method, the latter way is preferred to get more reasonable results with a faster convergence speed. We eliminate the last few data points whose relative errors are over 10%. For the data sets contaminated with (0, 0.1) nV/m 2 Gaussian noise, we discard 3 to 4 data points for each model, and the inversion results and the regularization parameters are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 . For the data sets contaminated with (0, 1) nV/m 2 Gaussian noise, we discard 6 to 7 data points for each model, and the inversion results and the regularization parameters are shown in Figs. 10 and 11 .
Comparing the results inverted from the perturbed data sets of different noise levels (see Figs. 6, 8, and 10) , we find the influence of noise on the results mainly concentrated on the deeper structures. Higher noise level will result in greater difference between the result and the real model for the deeper structure. The greater difference can be attribute to the higher noise in the data points of the late time gates, and the elimination of the last several data points which are supposed to reflect the deeper structures theoretically. We can also notice that the inversion results of shallow structures are coincident approximately for different noise levels. This is because the data of early time gates maintain high quality and the inversion procedure keeps the same request for convergence. Then, comparing the curves of regularization parameters of different noise levels (see Figs. 7, 9, and 11) , we can find they show a similar trend with the increasing of iterations. Because of some minor variations in the inverted data sets, it's normal that the specific values at each iteration and iteration times for convergence have slight discrepancy for different noise levels. We are aware that the way of dealing with the perturbed data reduces the influence of higher noise on the inversion. If we utilize all data points to perform inversions, higher noise would have greater impacts on the inversion result and regularization parameter.
B. QUASI-2D INVERSION OF FIELD DATA
The field example is presented here to better assess the differences between the proposed TV-based inversion and the classic Occam's inversion. The data were acquired using the CASTEM system, developed by Key Laboratory of Electromagnetic Radiation and Sensing Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences. The location of the field test was chosen in Yingshang, Anhui Province, China (see Fig. 12 ). The central loop configuration was applied in the test, due to its high efficiency, and adaptability to different exploration sites. The squared loop with a size of 400 m × 400 m was adopted as the transmitting source. The observation was carried out in the center of transmitting loop. Theoretically the response of a squared loop source at the center can be approximated by the response of a circular loop source with equal area. There are 60 test points along the survey line with an interval of 10 meters. After repeated measurements at one test point, the entire transmitting loop source and the receiving coil are moved a certain distance to do the measurements at the next test point. The main parameters of CASTEM system during the field test are as follows: The transmitting current is 11.7 A with the turned-off time 14 µs, the effective area of the receiving coil is 1000 m 2 , and the sampling rate of the receiver is 500 kHz.
The measured data from one test point after data processing are shown in Fig. 13 . For each test point, the measured data consist of a total of 69 time gates ranging from According to the existed high-quality borehole information, a quaternary aquifer was situated below the depth of about 60 m with thickness varying from 370 m to 400 m. The geology of this area is a typical three-layered sedimentary environment. Comparing the inversion results (see Fig. 14a and 14b), it is obvious that TV-based inversion can reproduce the actual lithological transitions with higher accuracy than Occam's inversion. To be more specific, the resistivity values of the first layer are more homogeneous and the boundary of the first layer and the aquifer layer is easier to locate in TV-based inversion result. It is difficult to distinguish the interface of quaternary aquifer layer and basement layer for Occam's inversion. On the contrary, the boundary of quaternary aquifer layer and basement layer is less fuzzy and more clearly detectable for TV-based inversion. Along the entire section, we can also notice the bottom boundary is less clear than the upper boundary for both inversion methods. This is natural because the resolution of TEM method will decline along with the increasing of depth essentially. From Fig. 14c , both TV-based inversion and Occam's inversion achieve the same degree of the data misfits. This reflects the multiplicity of TEM inversion, and also indicates that a suitable stabilizer is important to get more accurate results for different geological conditions.
IV. ANALYSIS BASED ON RECONSTRUCTION OF STABILIZER
In order to better understand how the different stabilizers affect the inversion result, we present a novel analysis based on reconstruction of stabilizer. In all the examples utilizing Occam's inversion, we adopted the maximum smoothness stabilizer of gradient form, whose original expression in L2-norm is written as s maxG (m) = ∇m 2 L2 (28)
In this paper, we reconstruct TV stabilizer as the weighted squared L2-norm of a kernel function. Apply the reconstructed form to the maximum smoothness stabilizer, its kernel function and weight function are ∇m and constant coefficient, i.e., integer 1, which is independent of model parameters. Essentially the core of minimization of the specific stabilizer can be treated as the minimization of its kernel function, no matter whether it is expressed in L1-norm or L2-norm. To clearly explain the reason of different behaviors, we rewrite the TV stabilizer and the maximum smoothness stabilizer in a more explicit way:
where σ k is the model parameter variation, σ k = |m k+1 − m k |.
In minimizing the stabilizer, the contribution of the kth term can be referred to as penalization term. The penalization terms with the change of model parameter variation are illustrated in Fig. 15a . The range of model parameter variation is set from 0 to 4, which implies the ratio of adjacent model parameters is set to be less than 10000:1 as the model parameters is converted in the log10 domain. From Fig. 15a , it shows that an increase in model parameter variation will always lead to greater penalization in the two stabilizers. The increasing rate of penalization of the maximum smoothness stabilizer is much faster than that of TV stabilizer along with model variation changing from 1 to 4. However, as the model variation increases from 0 to 1, the increasing rate of the maximum smoothness stabilizer is smaller than that of TV stabilizer at first, then it gradually speeds up to exceed. Near the zero point, the slower increasing rate for maximum smoothness stabilizer, produces closer degrees of penalization than TV stabilizer.
From the perspective of reconstruction idea, these two stabilizers possess the same kernel function. Hence, the reason for their different degrees of penalization is that they possess the different weight functions. The values of their weight functions with the change of model parameter variation are also shown in Fig. 15b . The weight values of TV stabilizer are displayed for model variation changing from 0.01 to 4, which ignores the very large values before 0.01 to get better demonstration. As can be seen, an increase in model parameter variation will lead to smaller weight value of the total variation stabilizer, and weight values of maximum smoothness stabilizer remain constant at 1. That means, for the TV stabilizer, the weight function prevents the regularization imposing penalty to bigger model parameter variations and impels the regularization to punish smaller model variations. This allows for reconstruction of sharp boundary targets. More specifically, at the zone of model parameter variation approaching zero, the weight value of TV stabilizer is far greater than that of maximum smoothness stabilizer. In other words, with small model parameter variation, the weight function of TV stabilizer impels stronger penalization than the indistinctive weight value of maximum smoothness stabilizer. This explains why the TV-based inversion can remove the spurious oscillation.
Although the reconstruction idea of TV stabilizer is designed to simplify the optimization problem in the first place, it also provides a new perspective of better understanding how the stabilizers differ from each other. Under the same reconstructed form, the two stabilizers possess the identical kernel function, and then their distinctive behaviors can be attributed to the different weight functions. In other words, L1-norm of model parameter variation gives out a different weight value, compared with value L2-norm of model parameter variation. Enlightened by this view, we also could directly construct different weight functions to constrain the model parameters rather than using a specific stabilizer.
V. CONCLUSION
In sedimentary environments, the widely used Occam's inversion performs poorly in reflecting the sharp boundaries for TEM data interpretation. In this paper, we have developed a simple and robust TV-based inversion scheme for TEM data to preserve sharp boundaries and improve the accuracy of recovered underground structure. The simplicity and efficiency of TV-based inversion scheme rely on the reconstructing minimization (RM) approach which is proposed to solve the standard L2-TV optimization problem. The TV-based inversion scheme is also robust to different initial models as we take advantage of the excellent stability of Occam's inversion. Numerical examples have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed TV-based inversion scheme and the better performance than Occam's inversion. We also demonstrated a novel analysis based on reconstruction of stabilizer to illustrate the reason for their distinctive behaviors of TV-based inversion and Occam's inversion. Besides, the proposed TV-based inversion scheme is quite general and can be applied to other data types. 
